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Flooding of cargo holds on container 
vessels 
  
Introduction 
Approximately one third of all Gard’s P&I claims associated with container vessels are 
cargo-related. Types of such claims vary but generally involve shortage, deterioration (e.g. 
of foodstuff), physical damage, wet damage or loss overboard. Gard has recently seen an 
increase in the number of wet damage cases resulting from flooding incidents in the cargo 
holds; incidents which have the potential to give rise to substantial claims. The purpose of 
this circular is to review the main causes of such flooding incidents and to increase 
awareness on measures to prevent similar incidents in future.  
 
Incidents  
In one case, a vessel developed an unexpected list half an 
hour into ballasting, which was then stopped. The cargo 
holds were checked immediately but nothing wrong was 
found. Ballasting was resumed and completed some hours 
later. It was only then that flooding was detected in one of 
the holds. Some 20 containers were immersed in several 
metres of ballast water. Following cleaning operations it 
was discovered that ballast had leaked through a manhole 
cover. This incident gave rise to significant cargo claims. 
 
In another ballasting case a cracked valve in the ballast 
tank system caused leakage into the cargo hold. The 
leakage was only detected during sounding of the cargo 
holds many hours after the ballast operation was started. 
Flooding of the hold affected numerous containers, again 
giving rise to significant cargo claims. 
 
Causes of flooding 
As the above incidents suggest, flooding of cargo holds most commonly occurs during 
ballast operations. In the case concerning the manhole cover, cleaning work within the 
ballast tank had been completed immediately prior to loading and the manhole cover was 
not closed/tightened properly. Other cases have involved cracks in bulkheads to adjacent 
ballast tanks, corrosion on ballast tank vent pipes or defective non-return valves. It can 
also be said that a contributing cause to flooding and certainly to the extent/impact of 
flooding is the delayed detection of the flooding which may be due to inadequate 
monitoring routines or a malfunction in the cargo hold bilge alarm system.  
 
Prevention 

• Checks should be made to ensure that ballast water is flowing into the 
designated tank and to ensure that ballasting is stopped in a timely fashion in 
order not to over pressurise or overflow ballast tanks. 

• Checks should also be made to ensure that ballast water is not leaking into any 
other tank or into a cargo hold through a leaking manhole cover. 

• Ballast tanks fitted with automatic sounding gauges should be regularly fully 
tested for accuracy of monitoring systems. Spot checks/manual soundings 
should be taken to ensure accuracy of the gauges. 

• Cargo hold bilge alarms and gauges should be regularly inspected, maintained 
and tested. Even if the vessel is fitted with cargo hold bilge alarms and 
automated sounding gauges, these cannot always be relied on to function 
properly and spot checks should therefore be made with manual soundings. It is 
also prudent to undertake regular visual inspection of the cargo spaces. The 
effectiveness of the non-return valves for bilge ejector systems should also be 
regularly tested and verified. 

• All manhole covers (ballast, fuel etc.) in cargo holds should be regularly 
inspected and properly closed/tightened after every tank inspection. 
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